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Sports 
Those Who Stayed 
The Hellgate Knights Football team hasn't won a game in over 3 years. Over the last three seasons the team has 

gone. 0-30, giving them the longest losing streak in state history. 
Three years, zero wins .. 

That means that not one single player on the Hellgate Knights football team has ever been a part of a varsity win. 
The seniors of today were freshmen playing for either the freshman team, or JV the last time the Knights topped 

anybody (Great Falls in 20 12). It hasn't been the typical varsity football glory-filled Friday nights offall for the 
class of2016. For four years they have practiced every day after school, woken up early in the summers, trained 
twice, three times a day, lifted, conditioned, watched film, and memorized plays, for zero wins. 

For some seniors, the road was (understandably) too tough. The number of people playing football has steadily 
declined in the class of2016 sinc.e coming in as freshmen in 2012, with players either quitting out of frustration or 
fatigue due to the piles upon piles of losses. But this isn't an article about those who didn't make it to the end. It's 
an article about those who stayed. 

On Friday, Oct. 23, the Hellgate Knights walked out onto the field to face their arch rivals, the Sentinel Spartans. 
Ten of them were Seniors. The odds of the Knights pulling off a W were slim to none, especially after facing a low 
point in program history in having to forfeit a game the prior week due to low numbers. It was senior night, so the 
players that had suffered more losses together than anybody else in state history walked through a makeshift photo 
op of ferns and red and gold flowers, smiled for a picture with their parents, and got in line for the national anthem. 
As the anthem was sung, it was hard to not notice the staggering difference in the length of the lines between 
Sentinel and Hellgate, with Sentinel's team easily doubling Hellgate's in length. The Knights went on to lose the 
crosstown rivalry game, and for most seniors, their football careers finished as they started: with another loss. 

Two of the seniors who have stuck with the Knights football program through thin and through thinner are 
captains Zac Martin and Connor Schenk who have both play~d football for Hellgate for years, and won zero varsity 
games. 

"'I've stuck with it for this long because I like the game, and the players, I don't want to let them down." Schenk 
stated. 

"I'm dedicated, I'm not a quitter," Martin added, "I could have transferred, I could have gone to another school, 
but I decided to stick with it, see if our class of seniors could have changed anything, but. .. it just didn't happen." 

What came out of those for years of devotion for the two seniors was a lot of let down. The two regrettably 
brought up their worst memories. 'The loss against (Billings) Senior High my sophomore year, the last play of the 
game. That was the hardest moment," Schenk said, referring to the 2013 homecoming game in Washington Grizzly 
Stadium where the Knights held the lead in the fourth quarter until losing it on a last second pass block that found 
its way back into the hands of Senior's quarterback who legged it in for an unexpected touchdown. 

Martin's low point was much more recent; "Losing to Big Sky a couple of weeks ago." Big Sky had zero wins 
coming into it's game against Hellgate, and many players had it circled as the one that might break the losing 
streak. It did not. 
When asked how they feel about losing after it's become such a normal occurrence for the Knight's football team, 

shook his head. "I never like losing, but I definitely don't expect to win as much as I used to." 
"I absolutely still get angry about losses. It's just the player in me, I always get upset, or frustrated," said Martin. 
always want to go out and win." 
It was almost painful to bring up the forfeit on top of the constant losses Hellgate faced. It was, and still is a 

controversy among players. "I wanted to play, but we didn't really have the guys to go, so I think it was probably better for the team," Schenk said. 
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Martin was more upset. "I wanted to go down there with what we had and finish out the season. I didn't want people around the state calling us a bunch of quitters. I wasn't very happy 
with it." 

Another hot topic in Hellgate Knights Football is the future of the team, as dwindling numbers, and countless losses continue to harm the program. "I hope they can get kids out in the 
future," Schenk says. • 

"I'm worried about (the future) ofHellgate football," Martin added."There's a little turmoil within the staff this year, and if that doesn't work out then I don't know how well things are 
going to work out for future classes." 

It's been a long road for all of the seniors on the Hellgate football team, and it might be a long road for juniors, sophomores, freshmen, and incoming class with the future of the program 
hanging in the balance. It may have been a long, thankless journey, but this year's seniors stayed through to the bitter end. 
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